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Enhanced aacPlus is an audio codec which is composed of advanced audio coding 

(AAC), spectral band replication (SBR), and parametric stereo (PS) for efficient audio 

coding at low bit rates. We propose a new coding scheme for lossless bit rate reduction 

of PS in enhanced aacPlus. We first determine the optimal contexts for context-based 

coding of quantized stereo parameter indexes in PS. Then we propose a coding scheme 

which is based on context-based coding using the determined optimal contexts in con-

junction with arithmetic coding. The proposed scheme has normal and memory-reduced 

versions, both of which are shown to guarantee significant and consistent lossless bit 

rate reduction of PS. The saved bits by the proposed scheme can be used for the other 

modules of enhanced aacPlus, AAC and SBR.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Enhanced aacPlus is the state-of-the-art audio codec for communication services [1]. 

For efficient audio coding at low bit rates, enhanced aacPlus consists of three modules, 

advanced audio coding (AAC), spectral band replication (SBR), and parametric stereo 

(PS). On the encoder side, stereo signals are first downmixed to mono signals in the PS 

module, where the information for mono-to-stereo conversion is composed in the PS bit 

stream [2]. Then the information for the reconstruction of high frequency components of 

the mono signals is composed in the SBR bit stream [3]. Finally the low frequency com-

ponents of the mono signals are composed in the AAC bit stream [4]. On the decoder side, 

the low and high frequency components of the mono signals are reconstructed using the 

AAC and SBR bit streams and the mono signals are upmixed to stereo signals using the 

PS bit stream.  
Since bits are shared by the three modules in enhanced aacPlus, the bit rate reduc-

tion of PS and SBR implies that AAC uses more bits, which can improve the overall 
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coding efficiency of enhanced aacPlus. Several methods have been proposed for bit rate 

reduction of PS and SBR. The envelope data was modified for lossy bit rate reduction of 

SBR in consideration of the human auditory characteristics such as the threshold in quiet 

and the masking effect, which achieved average bit rate reductions of 8.2% to 15.9% 

compared to the original SBR for the overall SBR bit stream [5]. In spite of its significant 

bit rate reduction, the proposed method was perceptually comparable to the original SBR, 

which means that the proposed method contained different information in its bit streams 

from the information in the original SBR bit streams. The pilot-based coding scheme was 

proposed for lossless bit rate reduction of PS, which achieved average bit rate reductions 

of around 2% compared to the original PS for the overall PS bit stream [6]. Whereas the 

proposed scheme contained identical information in its bit streams to the information in 

the original PS bit streams, which guarantees that its sound quality is identical to the 

sound quality of the original PS, its bit rate reduction was relatively small. Therefore, a 

method that guarantees significant and lossless bit rate reduction is required for SBR and 

PS.  

For efficient entropy coding, context-based coding methods have been used in image 

and video compression [7, 8]. Recently, unified speech and audio coding (USAC), which 

is an international standard for low bit rate coding of both speech and audio signals, 

adopted context-based arithmetic coding (CBAC) for efficient entropy coding of spectral 

data [9]. Also, a CBAC scheme was proposed for efficient coding of the MPEG Surround 

tool in USAC [10], which is not included in [9]. In this paper, we propose a CBAC 

scheme for lossless bit rate reduction of PS in enhanced aacPlus. Meanwhile, we put em-

phasis on three aspects. First, we give a detailed description of the procedure of how the 

optimal contexts for context-based coding in the proposed scheme are determined. 

Second, we develop the coding structure of the proposed scheme as compactly as possi-

ble while placing a high priority on the coding efficiency and the memory size. Finally, 

we develop two versions in the proposed scheme, normal and memory-reduced versions, 

in consideration of a trade-off between the coding efficiency and the memory size. 

2. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL CONTEXTS  

In context-based coding, a source is coded and decoded according to a context. 

Therefore, the key factor in context-based coding is to determine the optimal contexts 

which guarantee efficient coding of sources. For this purpose, we briefly summarize the 

background of PS in enhanced aacPlus [2]. In PS, the stereo parameters, the information 

used for mono-to-stereo conversion, are composed of inter-channel intensity differences 

(IIDs) and inter-channel coherence (ICC). On the encoder side, a time-domain signal is 

transformed into the hybrid subband domain and the stereo parameters are extracted on a 

stereo band basis, where the stereo band is composed of one or more hybrid subbands. 

The number of stereo bands is set to either 10 or 20 depending on the bit rate. Then the 

stereo parameters are quantized so that the quantized indexes range from -7 to 7 for IIDs 

and from 0 to 7 for ICC. The quantized indexes are coded by either frequency differential 

coding (FDC) or time differential coding (TDC) as 
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where x(k,i) is a quantized stereo parameter index with a stereo band index k and a time 

index i. Then they are Huffman-coded using the differential indexes. For applications to 

streaming and communication services, refresh frames are periodically inserted utilizing 

only the FDC to prevent error propagation and to support random access functionality. 

For non-refresh frames, both the FDC and TDC are applicable, where a superior method 

is used for bit stream composition.  

For context-based coding of PS, contexts and sources are the quantized stereo para-

meter indexes. Suppose that x(k,i) in Fig. 1 is a source. Then we consider 8 stereo para-

meter indexes adjacent to x(k,i) in the time-stereo band domain, which are represented as 

circles in Fig. 1, as context candidates. Without loss of generality, the indexes are de-

coded in order of stereo band at each time. As a result, the valid context candidates are 

limited to 4 indexes in the white region in Fig. 1, whose values are available for x(k,i). 

Whereas the context candidates can be composed of 1, 2, 3, and 4 indexes, we further set 

a criterion that a context should be composed of one or two indexes in consideration of 

the memory size. 

 
Fig. 1. Quantized stereo parameter indexes in the time-stereo band domain. 

 

In addition, the 4 indexes are not always available for x(k,i), where the availability 

depends on the frame type and k. For refresh frames, where no information from the pre-

vious frames is used, no index is available for x(1,i) and only x(k-1,i) is available for x(k,i) 

for 2≤k≤M, where M is the number of stereo bands. Therefore, the context candidate is 

uniquely determined for refresh frames, except for x(1,i) to which no context-based cod-

ing is applicable. For non-refresh frames, x(1,i-1) and x(2,i-1) are available for x(1,i), all 

the 4 indexes are available for x(k,i) for 2≤k≤M-1, and x(M-1,i), x(M-1,i-1), and x(M,i-1) 

are available for x(M,i). Therefore, there are multiple context candidates in each case of 

non-refresh frames.  
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To find the optimal contexts for non-refresh frames, we first built a database com-

posed of stereo samples ripped from CDs in various genres, including pop, classical, and 

world music with a sampling frequency of 44,100Hz, where the database corresponds to 

820,000 stereo parameter sets. We encoded the samples using the reference enhanced 

aacPlus encoder [11] at the bit rates of 20 kbps and 32 kbps, where M corresponds to 10 

and 20 for each bit rate, and extracted the quantized stereo parameter indexes from the bit 

streams. Then, using the stereo parameter indexes, we calculated the entropy for each 

case. The entropy of a source S for a context C=c is represented as [12] 






Ss

c cspcspE ),|(log)|( 2                                     (3) 

where p(s|c) is the conditional probability of S=s given that C=c. When averaged over all 

context values as 
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where p(c) is the probability of C=c, the entropy represents the average bit consumption 

of the source [12]. The major results for non-refresh frames are listed in Tables 1, 2, and 

3 with the minimum values highlighted in bold type, where CBC represents context-based 

coding. For comparison, the results of the conventional methods, FDC and TDC, are also 

listed. In Table 1, context-based coding of the source x(1,i) using context candidates 

x(1,i-1) and a pair of x(1,i-1) and x(2,i-1) shows almost comparable results. In considera-

tion of the fact that the memory size of a context composed of a pair of stereo parameter 

indexes is the square of that of a context composed of one stereo parameter index, we 

regard x(1,i-1) as the optimal context for the source x(1,i) for non-refresh frames. From 

Tables 2 and 3, we regard a pair of x(k-1,i) and x(k,i-1) as the optimal context for the 

source x(k,i) for 2≤k≤M, which are superior to the other context candidates. The con-

text-based coding using the optimal contexts shows superior results to those of the con-

ventional methods in each case. 

Table 1. Entropy for x(1,i) for non-refresh frames. 

Method 
IID 

(M=10) 

IID 

(M=20) 

ICC 

(M=10) 

ICC 

(M=20) 

FDC 2.58 2.48 2.59 2.49 

TDC 1.87 1.87 1.79 1.78 

CBC using a context x(1,i-1) 1.74 1.68 1.63 1.53 

CBC using a context x(2,i-1) 2.49 2.20 2.46 2.21 

CBC using a context x(1,i-1) & x(2,i-1) 1.74 1.66 1.63 1.52 

Table 2. Entropy for x(k,i) (2≤k≤M-1) for non-refresh frames. 
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Method 
IID 

(M=10) 

IID 

(M=20) 

ICC 

(M=10) 

ICC 

(M=20) 

FDC 2.68 2.71 2.52 2.51 

TDC 2.19 2.34 2.01 2.12 

CBC using a context x(k-1,i) 2.35 2.42 2.25 2.27 

CBC using a context x(k-1,i-1) 2.39 2.49 2.32 2.36 

CBC using a context x(k,i-1) 2.03 2.17 1.87 1.97 

CBC using a context x(k+1,i-1) 2.37 2.49 2.27 2.36 

CBC using a context x(k-1,i) & x(k-1,i-1) 2.33 2.40 2.24 2.25 

CBC using a context x(k-1,i) & x(k,i-1) 1.97 2.07 1.79 1.86 

CBC using a context x(k-1,i-1) & x(k,i-1) 2.01 2.14 1.85 1.95 

CBC using a context x(k,i-1) & x(k+1,i-1) 2.01 2.14 1.85 1.95 

Table 3. Entropy for x(M,i) for non-refresh frames. 

Method 
IID 

(M=10) 

IID 

(M=20) 

ICC 

(M=10) 

ICC 

(M=20) 

FDC 1.99 1.95 1.98 1.88 

TDC 1.81 1.95 1.76 1.86 

CBC using a context x(M-1,i) 1.79 1.83 1.82 1.70 

CBC using a context x(M-1,i-1) 1.97 2.10 2.03 1.96 

CBC using a context x(M,i-1) 1.64 1.78 1.62 1.69 

CBC using a context x(M-1,i) & x(M-1,i-1) 1.77 1.80 1.79 1.68 

CBC using a context x(M-1,i) & x(M,i-1) 1.45 1.50 1.38 1.39 

CBC using a context x(M-1,i-1) & x(M,i-1) 1.62 1.76 1.60 1.67 

 

Additionally, Table 4 shows that context-based coding of x(k,i) for 2≤k≤M using the 

context x(k-1,i) is superior to the conventional method, FDC, for refresh frames. No re-

sults are shown for x(1,i) to which context-based coding cannot be applied for refresh 

frames. 

Table 4. Entropy for x(k,i) (2≤k≤M) for refresh frames. 

Method 
IID 

(M=10) 

IID 

(M=20) 

ICC 

(M=10) 

ICC 

(M=20) 

FDC 2.62 2.67 2.47 2.49 

CBC using a context x(k-1,i) 2.31 2.40 2.22 2.25 

 

3. THE PROPOSED CODING SCHEME 

The coding scheme of the original PS is composed of two coding methods, FDC and 
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TDC in combination with Huffman coding, where only the former method is used for 

refresh frames and both the methods are applicable for non-refresh frames [2]. Based on 

the optimal contexts determined in section 2, the proposed scheme is also composed of 

two coding methods. One method codes x(1,i) by fixed coding and x(k,i) for 2≤k≤M by 

frequency context-based coding, where the term „frequency‟ is used since x(k,i) is coded 

according to x(k-1,i) which is the quantized stereo parameter index at the lower stereo 

band. The other method codes x(1,i) by time context-based coding, where the term „time‟ 

is used since x(k,i) is coded according to x(k,i-1) which is the quantized stereo parameter 

index at the previous time, and x(k,i) for 2≤k≤M by time-frequency context-based coding, 

where the term „time-frequency‟ is used since x(k,i) is coded according to both x(k,i-1) 

and x(k-1,i).  

The proposed scheme is based on context-based arithmetic coding (CBAC), where 

context-based coding is combined with arithmetic coding, except for x(1,i) for refresh 

frames which is coded by fixed coding in combination with arithmetic coding. In arith-

metic coding, a sequence of symbols is coded into a single number in the unit interval 

[0,1) [13]. For each context-based coding and fixed coding, the cumulative probability 

tables for arithmetic coding were generated using the database described in section 2, 

where the tables were implemented in 16-bit unsigned integer format. The proposed 

scheme is composed of two coding methods for each stereo parameter as depicted in Fig. 

2, where one method is composed of fixed arithmetic coding (FAC) and frequency CBAC 

(F-CBAC) and the other method is composed of time CBAC (T-CBAC) and 

time-frequency CBAC (TF-CBAC). Since FAC and F-CBAC require no information 

from the previous frames, they are applicable to both refresh and non-refresh frames. 

T-CBAC and TF-CBAC are applicable only to non-refresh frames.  

 
Fig. 2. Coding structure of the proposed scheme, where gray regions represent the coding methods 

for refresh frames.  

 
In the proposed scheme, the cumulative probability tables in each case are generated 

by round(2
16

·Fx(k,i)(s)), where „round‟ represents a round operation and Fx(k,i)(s) is the cu-

mulative probability that x(k,i)≤ s with s ranging from -7 to 7 for IIDs and from 0 to 7 for 

ICC. In Fig. 3, the cumulative probability table values of the source values, x(k,i) for 

2≤k≤M, are depicted for TF-CBAC for the context values, x(k,i-1) and x(k-1,i), are both 0 
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and both 3. Note that the cumulative probability in the range [0,1) corresponds to the 

table values in the interval [0,2
16

). The interval lengths of each source value, 

min(round(2
16

·p(x(k,i)=s)),1), are also depicted in Fig. 4, where „min‟ represents a mini-

mum operation and 1 is used as the minimum interval length. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, 

the cumulative probability tables of TF-CBAC reflect the fact that the probability that 

source values are close to context values is high. Additional analysis shows that F-CBAC 

and T-CBAC also show similar tendencies as expected. 

  
(a) IIDs for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=0.     (b) IIDs for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=3. 

  
(c) ICC for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=0.    (d) ICC for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=3. 

Fig. 3. The cumulative probability table values of x(k,i) for 2≤k≤M in TF-CBAC. 
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(a) IIDs for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=0.     (b) IIDs for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=3. 

   
(c) ICC for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=0.    (d) ICC for the context x(k-1,i)=x(k,i-1)=3. 

Fig. 4. The interval lengths of each source value corresponding to Fig. 3. 

 

 

For a brief description of how the proposed scheme works, we show an example of 

the coding process for IID indexes using FAC and F-CBAC in Fig. 5. Suppose that the 

first 2 IID indexes at a time index i are 0 and -1; x(0,i)=0 and x(1,i)=-1. First, we deter-

mine a binary code that is mapped to a cumulative probability value in the range 

[0.261002, 0.722275) for x(0,i)=0, which corresponds to the interval [17105, 47335) in 

the predetermined cumulative probability table of FAC. Using a binary representation of 

a number, the cumulative probability range is represented as [(0.01000010…)2, 

(0.10111000…)2), where „…‟ represents that a number is in truncated form. Then, a bi-

nary code 011, which represents the cumulative probability of (0.011)2 that is in the range, 

is determined for x(0,i)=0. Second, the range [(0.01000010…)2, (0.10111000…)2) is ex-

panded using the cumulative probability table of F-CBAC for its context x(0,i)=0. Then, 

the cumulative probability is in the range [(0.01001100…)2, (0.01100000…)2) for 

x(1,i)=-1 and a binary code 0101 is determined, which represents the cumulative proba-

bility of (0.0101)2 that is in the range. Repeating this procedure using the F-CBAC tables, 

we determine a binary code for the entire IID index set. Note that, though the procedure 

is described using a floating-point representation, it is actually implemented in integer 

format requiring operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and 

bitwise and bit shift operations. For more detailed descriptions of the integer implementa-

tion of arithmetic coding, refer to [13]. 
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Fig. 5. Example of the coding process for IID indexes using FAC and F-CBAC. Note that the bi-

nary numbers are in truncated form. 

 
 

The original PS first codes the quantized IID indexes and then the quantized ICC 

indexes in the bit stream [2]. As a result, the PS bit stream is composed in order of the 

IID flag, IID indexes, ICC flag, and ICC indexes for a stereo parameter set, where the 

flags specify the coding method for each stereo parameter [2]. Since arithmetic coding is 

effective when the number of data is large, the proposed scheme codes IID indexes in 

combination with ICC indexes. As a result, the proposed bit stream is composed in order 

of the IID flag, ICC flag, and combined IID and ICC indexes. Therefore, the proposed 

scheme is as compact as the original PS coding scheme from the viewpoint of bit stream 

structure, where the bit streams are composed of two one-bit flags and IID and ICC in-

dexes. In case a stereo parameter set is composed of either IIDs or ICC, which is sup-

ported in PS for efficient coding [2], the proposed scheme is applied only to the existing 

stereo parameter.  

On the decoder side, the proposed scheme decodes the IID and ICC flags and then 

the IID and ICC indexes according to the specified coding methods. The proposed 

scheme guarantees identical results to those of the original PS coding scheme since only 

the context-independent Huffman coding tools are replaced by the CBAC and FAC tools.  

Table 5. Table sizes of the proposed scheme in word, where 1 word represents 16 bits. 

Coding method 
Normal version 

Memory-reduced 

version 

IID ICC IID ICC 
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FAC 15 8 15 8 

F-CBAC 152 82 152 82 

T-CBAC 152 82 152 82 

TF-CBAC 153 83 113 83 

Overall 4,488 2,444 

 
The table sizes of the proposed scheme are listed in Table 5, where each value 

represents the number of context values multiplied by the number of source values. For 

example, F-CBAC requires 15 context values and 15 source values for IIDs, which leads 

to 15
2
 cumulative probability table values. In the normal version, where all the context 

and source values are supported in the cumulative probability tables, the table size is 

4,488 words. In consideration of the fact that the TF-CBAC for IIDs accounts for 75.2% 

of the table size of this normal version, we also developed a memory-reduced version by 

reducing the ranges of the IID indexes supported by TF-CBAC. Further analysis using the 

database shows that the probability that the context, x(k,i-1) and x(k-1,i), and the source, 

x(k,i), all have values between -5 and 5 is more than 99% for IIDs. As a result, T-CBAC 

and TF-CBAC are applicable to IIDs in the memory-reduced version if the corresponding 

IID indexes are all in this range for TF-CBAC. Otherwise, only FAC and F-CBAC are 

applied to IIDs. Except for TF-CBAC for IIDs, the memory-reduced version is identical 

to the normal version. In Table 5, the memory-reduced version requires about 54.5% of 

the memory size of the normal version, where the latter version is expected to be a little 

superior to the former version at the cost of the increased memory size.  

On the encoder side, the memory-reduced version is identical to the normal version 

except for TF-CBAC for IIDs, where the probability that TF-CBAC is inapplicable to 

IIDs in the former version is less than 1%. On the decoder side, both versions have essen-

tially the same structures, i.e., they first decode the flags and then the quantized indexes 

of IIDs and ICC using the specified coding methods. Therefore, the computational com-

plexity of both versions is practically comparable on the either encoding or decoding side. 

The detailed descriptions of the computational load of the proposed scheme will be given 

in section 4. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For assessment, we compare the bit consumption of the proposed scheme with that 

of the conventional schemes. The database for experiments is composed of samples 

ripped from CDs in various genres, including pop, classical, and soundtrack music with a 

sampling frequency of 44,100Hz, which is different from the database used for con-

structing the cumulative probability tables in section 3. The database corresponds to 

217,000 stereo parameter sets. 
We encoded the database and extracted the quantized stereo parameter indexes fol-

lowing the identical procedure to that described in section 2. Then we calculated the bit 

consumption for stereo parameter sets and the overall bit streams, where the former is 

composed of the stereo parameter flags and indexes and the latter is composed of all the 

information in the PS bit streams including header and common information as well as 

the stereo parameter sets. In Table 6, the bit reduction ratios of the proposed scheme and 
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the PBC scheme [6] to the original PS [2] are listed for L=1, where a refresh frame rate L 

implies that refresh frames are inserted every L second. The proposed scheme is superior 

to the PBC scheme and achieves significant bit reduction ratios of about 7% for M=10 

and 10% for M=20 for the stereo parameter sets, where the latter case is more effective 

due to the characteristics of arithmetic coding. The memory-reduced version is almost 

comparable to the normal version with an advantage in its memory size.  

In enhanced aacPlus encoding, the bits are shared by the three modules, AAC, SBR, 

and PS [1]. Since the proposed scheme guarantees lossless bit rate reduction of PS, the 

saved bits can be used for the other modules of enhanced aacPlus, AAC and SBR. For 

supplementary information, we calculated the bit reduction ratios of the proposed scheme 

for the entire enhanced aacPlus. In the experiments, the PS bit streams composed about 

5% and 6.3% of the entire enhanced aacPlus bit streams at the bit rates of 20 kbps and 32 

kbps. As a result, the bit reduction ratios for the normal and memory-reduced versions of 

the proposed scheme in Table 6 correspond to 0.320% and 0.318% at 20 kbps and 

0.609% and 0.590% at 32 kbps for the entire enhanced aacPlus bit streams.  

 

Table 6. Average bit consumption (bits per frame) of each scheme for L=1, where the 

numbers in parentheses refer to the bit reduction ratios of each scheme to the 

original PS. 

Method 

Stereo pa-

rameter set  

(M=10) 

Overall PS  

bit stream 

(M=10) 

Stereo pa-

rameter set 

(M=20) 

Overall PS 

bit stream 

(M=20) 

Original PS 42.40 46.83 88.97 93.40 

PBC scheme 
41.50 

(2.12%) 

45.93 

(1.92%) 

86.79 

(2.45%) 

91.22 

(2.33%) 

Proposed scheme 

(normal version) 

39.39 

(7.10%) 

43.83 

(6.41%) 

79.93 

(10.16%) 

84.37 

(9.67%) 

Proposed scheme 

(memory-reduced version) 

39.43 

(7.00%) 

43.85 

(6.36%) 

80.24 

(9.81%) 

84.66 

(9.36%) 

 

Another important factor for performance assessment of the proposed scheme is its 

performance as a function of frame type. This is because the bits are shared by AAC, 

SBR, and PS in enhanced aacPlus, which means that if PS uses more bits for a frame, 

AAC and SBR should use fewer bits for the frame. In general, the bit consumption of PS 

is larger for refresh frames to which one coding method is applied than for non-refresh 

frames to which two coding methods are applicable. In Fig. 6, the average bit consump-

tion of the proposed and conventional schemes is shown for stereo parameter sets for 

refresh and non-refresh frames of PS. The proposed scheme uses fewer bits than the con-

ventional schemes irrespective of frame type, which means that AAC and SBR can use 

more bits with the proposed scheme than with the conventional schemes for refresh 

frames as well as for non-refresh frames of PS.  
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(a) M=10.                       (b) M=20. 

Fig. 6. Average bit consumption of each scheme for stereo parameter sets for refresh and 

non-refresh frames of PS. 
 

Additionally, the bit reduction ratios of the proposed and PBC schemes to the origi-

nal PS are depicted as a function of L in Fig. 7. The procedure for encoding the database 

and extracting the parameter indexes is identical to that used for Table 6, except that re-

fresh frames are inserted every L second instead of every one second. The results show 

that the proposed scheme guarantees significant and consistent lossless bit reduction of 

PS regardless of L. 

 
(a) Stereo parameter set (M=10). 

 
(b) Overall PS bit streams (M=10). 
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(c) Stereo parameter set (M=20). 

 
(d) Overall PS bit stream (M=20). 

Fig. 7. Bit reduction ratios of the proposed and PBC schemes to the original PS as a function of L. 

 

 

Finally, the computational load of the proposed scheme (normal version) is listed in 

Table 7, where the results are analyzed based on the experiments used for Table 6. Since 

the proposed scheme is based on integer implementation, we used weighted million oper-

ations per second (WMOPS) for assessment, following the procedure described in the 

fixed-point enhanced aacPlus reference software [14]. For comparison, the computational 

load for stereo signals is 51.14 WMOPS to 57.46 WMOPS for encoding and 27.88 

WMOPS to 32.08 WMOPS for decoding in the fixed-point enhanced aacPlus codec [14], 

where the filtering processes including the quadrature mirror filters (QMFs) and hybrid 

filters account for the majority of its computational load. Therefore, the computational 

load of the proposed scheme is relatively negligible in the overall enhanced aacPlus 

processing. 

Table 7. Computational load of the proposed scheme in WMOPS. 

Operations 
20 kbps (M=10) 32 kbps (M=20) 

Encoding Decoding Encoding Decoding 

Addition/subtraction 0.063 0.029 0.128 0.058 

Multiplication 0.017 0.004 0.034 0.008 

Division . 0.039 . 0.078 

Bit shift operation 0.028 0.019 0.057 0.035 

Bitwise operation 0.025 0.008 0.051 0.013 

Others 0.059 0.020 0.117 0.039 

Overall 0.192 0.119 0.387 0.231 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
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We proposed a CBAC scheme for lossless bit rate reduction of PS in enhanced aac-

Plus. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme achieves significant and 

consistent lossless bit rate reduction of PS. The saved bits by the proposed method can be 

used for the other modules of enhanced aacPlus, AAC and SBR.  

Since the PS bit streams composed 5% to 6.3% of the enhanced aacPlus bit streams, 

it is unclear whether the proposed method improves the sound quality perceptibly. In this 

respect, we expect that the procedure and rationale to develop the proposed CBAC 

scheme in PS will be helpful to develop new coding schemes for other audio coding 

modules such as SBR, which can be used together with the proposed scheme to contri-

bute to the sound quality improvement. 
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